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What is the shape of a cheek cell - Answers.com
wiki.answers.com › Categories › Science › Biology
Cheek cells are usually oval-like cells, with more defined edges. They could resemble a
square with rounded sides.

What is the shape of human cheek cells? | Answerbag
www.answerbag.com › Questions › Science › Biology › Cell Biology
Oct 06, 2007 · Cheek cells are stratified squamous (not cuboidal) and part of epithelial
tissue. Epithelial tissue consists of tightly packed cells that form continous ...

How might the shape of a cheek cell relate …
answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20071017173028AAELIeG
Resolved · Last updated: Oct 18, 2007 · 4 posts · First post: Oct 18, 2007
Oct 18, 2007 · Best Answer: Cheek cells are flat like tiles or roofing shingles. They are a
perfect shape for making a covering over the inside of the cheek. ... They are ...

Cheek Cells Virtual Lab KEY - The Biology Corner
www.biologycorner.com/worksheets/cheekcell-virtual_key.html
Answer key to the virtual lab over the cheek cell. Students used a virtual microscope to
view cells, sketch, and answer questions.

What Is the Shape of the Cheek Cell? - Ask.com
www.ask.com › Q&A › Health › Diseases
Cheek cells, also known as buccal cells, are flat, irregularly shaped cells that have a
large nucleus visible in the center from a microscope.

What is the general shape of the human …
answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20081106210909AAhrWX8
Resolved · Last updated: Nov 07, 2008 · 2 posts · First post: Nov 07, 2008
Nov 07, 2008 · Best Answer: the human cheek cells are actually irregular in shape.and
its true.

What is the general shape of the cheek cell - The Q&A wiki
wiki.answers.com › Categories › Science › Biology
Cheek cells are kind of irregular. The shape is almost like a square or an x shape but
more rounded. Or you could look at them like oval-like with more defined edges.

what is the shape of a cheek cell? also, what is the ...
www.chacha.com › Health › Anatomy › Cell Biology
Mar 02, 2009 · Vincent Samaniego 11 months ago. Cheek cells are cuboidal, meaning
they are sort of a square-ish shape. The nucleus is located in the center. ! 0

What Is the General Shape of a Cheek Cell - Ask.com
www.ask.com › Q&A › Health › Diseases
Cheek cells are almost irregular acquiring an almost round shape. The cheek cells are
made of an epithelial layer on which the cells attach themselves. Usually

2740 EPITHELIAL TISSUES - University of Nebraska Omaha
www.unomaha.edu/hpa/2740epithelium.html
These cells come off the stratified squamous epithelial tissue on the inner surface of the
cheek. These cells show the irregular, flat shape ...
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